
CETI in action 
Adonis Romero, pastor of a 
Christian Reformed Church in 
Mangulile, Honduras and part-
time staff member with 
Resonate Global Mission, has 
dedicated much of his time 
forming church leaders to 
share the good news and live 
out the gospel in all areas of 
life.  One of the tools he uses 
is CETI programs, such as the 
“Countercurrent” course 
mentioned in the Oct/Nov 
2021 update. Adonis has been 
passionate about CETI and its 
impact since he first learned 
about it around 2014 from colleagues in El Salvador. He shares this 
testimony with love and blessings: 

“I must share the blessings that our God has sent to the church in 
Honduras through the CETI Continental study program from our 
neighboring country of El Salvador through Resonate and the 
Christian Reformed Church. A few years ago we began studies to 
prepare the leadership of the church, such as members of 
consistories, pastors, leaders and youth. At the beginning we started 
with CETI Continental “Life and Mission,” which consists of four 
modules: Church, Family, Work, and Society. Due to the pandemic 
we stopped and chose to implement the Countercurrent course 
"The Beatitudes" with 5 different groups, and it has been of great 
help to their spiritual and ministerial character. It is a beautiful 
experience for us facilitators and the groups of participants.” 

Along with CETI, we celebrate the “Countercurrent” course that has 
been a successful alternative to their traditional “Life and Mission” 
curriculum during the past few years and look forward to its 
introduction as a cohesive diploma program. “Spaces like these 
allow us to generate awareness and change…[that] leads us towards 
action in community,” commented a course participant in El 
Salvador. Pray for the CETI staff as they are in the process of 
“formulating and redesigning a lighter and more flexible version of 
the [Life and Mission] curriculum that will be more feasible for some 
partners” (CETI quarterly report). 

 

PRAYER POINTS 

 Pray for Central Americans who are 
suffering due to economic and 
health-related hardships. 

 Thanks for the Spirit’s guidance for 
our regional team as we met in 
February to discuss budgets and 
plans for the coming year in an 
ever-changing world.  

 Pray for people to continue to 
engage with their faith and lives in 
authentic and transformational 
ways, through CETI or other means 

 
SUPPORT CETI  

CETI accompanies Christians across 
Latin America as they follow Jesus, 
swimming against the current of a 
violent and consumerist world. Our 
partnership with CETI helps Resonate 
carry out our mission of forming and 
placing missional leaders for 
holistic,  intercultural, gospel witness 
because it challenges people to 
consider how life and faith intersect. 
If you would like to learn more about 
what CETI is and does, please visit 
their website at https://
www.ceticontinental.org/portal/, but 
be aware that the website is in 
Spanish because this organization 
focuses on Latin America. If you feel 
moved to give, please donate at 
resonateglobalmission.org/support, 
choosing Projects-Latin America and 
then Costa Rica CETI.   

Steve, Rachel, Caspar, Raúl, Adrianna, and Jim (L-R),  staff on the Resonate Central America Team from Guatemala to 
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Another way of teaching 

When Adonis asked Caspar to get CETI in 
Honduras, Caspar was hesitant because of the 
academic nature of the program. When Adonis 
persisted, Caspar got a facilitator to come to 
Honduras from El Salvador. After an initial 
training in 2015 with 25 people, the program 
continued to grow and has reached about 300 
people in Honduras. 

  Seeing a need for these materials to become 
more accessible to people who don’t read 
much, Caspar and Leanne Geisterfer have 
developed a formational program for 
educational facilitators. “I’m trying to open the 
box of how education happens and how to 
facilitate learning that might not happen 
otherwise,” comments Caspar. The Geisterfers 
focus on creating “learning experiences” based 
on dialogue education. 

   Many techniques that leaders in Mangulile, 
Honduras have been learning through the 
formational course will soon be applied to CETI 
courses. The Christian community in Mangulile 
has been inspired through CETI and the Holy 

Spirit to become 
more aware of their 
community and 
reach out in 
innovative ways like 
park ministry and 
artisan training for 
young people. 
Leaders look for 
ways to make a 
positive difference 
in their community, 
including making 
learning accessible 
to all. 

 

 
Meet Our Partner 

The Community of 
Interdisciplinary 
Theological Studies 
(CETI, for its 
acronym in Spanish), 
is a community of 
people young and 
old, men and 
women, from 
diverse countries 
and backgrounds 
who desire to follow 

Jesus daily in their personal lives and 
communities. They long to see communities 
and people live out the Gospel holistically in all 
the spheres of human thinking and acting in 
Latin American realities. They offer a variety of 
courses, both online and in-person, that 
develop Christian thinking and practice, 
including a course aimed at churches called 
Vida y Misión (“Life and Mission”), modules 
called Contracorriente (“Countercurrent”), 
degree programs in higher education through 
partnerships with universities, and open online 
courses to explore daily life through 
theological lenses. 

     CETI is an organization that serves people 
throughout North and South America, and 
Resonate partners with them in a variety of 
countries and settings. There are hundreds of 
students in various countries as diverse as 
Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador and 
Honduras. We rejoice with this organization 
that despite challenges, they have seen growth 
in the number of students over the past year 
after challenges with the pandemic. Praise God 
with us for the lives being changed through 
CETI and its programs.  
 

STEVE HOLTROP: sholtrop@crcna.org  

RACHEL BEVERIDGE: rbeveridge@crcna.org   

CASPAR GEISTERFER: cgeisterfer@crcna.org 

RAÚL & ADRIANNA HERRERA: aherrera@crcna.org  

JAMES PADILLA-DEBORST: jpadilladeborst@crcna.org   
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